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Instruction Manual 
 
 
 
 

Due to ongoing product improvement, specifications and accessories may change 
without notice. Actual product may differ slightly to that depicted. 
 
 
Replacement bags can be purchased from Prolink Asia’s friendly customer service team 
on our toll free number; 
0508 776 546
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WELCOME 
 
Congratulations on choosing to buy a Sheffield product. 
 
All products brought to you by Sheffield are manufactured 
to the highest standards of performance and safety, and, as 
part of our philosophy of customer service and satisfaction, 
are backed by our comprehensive 12 Month warranty. 

 
We hope you will enjoy using your purchase for many years 
to come. 
 
 
The Handy Sheffield Vacuum Sealer is an innovative product 
designed to improve freezer storage. It includes a unique 
hand-held Vacuum Sealer that removes air from the 
Vacuum Freezer Bags/vacuum container/universal lid/wine 
bottle stopper. 
Storing food or wine with the Handy Vacuum System helps 
preserve the texture and appearance of fresh foods by 
virtually eliminating the risk of freezer burn and oxidising 
atmosphere. 
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PACKAGE CONTENTS 
 

 
 

Vacuum Sealer 
1．Air Suction Tip 

2．Removable Chamber 

3．ON Button 

4．Battery Cover 

Vacuum Bag 

5．Zipper Closure 

6．Air Valve 

7．Textured Layer 

8．Maximum Fill Line 

9．Labelling Panel 

 
1 x Vacuum Sealer 
5 x Vacuum Bag 22 x 21cm 
5 x Vacuum Bag 26 x 28cm 
1 x Instruction Manual 
1 x Warranty Card 
 

Confirm all parts before disposing of carton. Safely dispose 
of all plastic bags and other packaging components. They 
may be potentially dangerous to children. 
 
 

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION 
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Model:         PLA1405 
Power:         6 x AA Batteries (Not included) 
Product dimension:        220×60×82mm 
Operating Relative Humidity: 5~95%RH 
Max vacuum pressure:        -0.625Bar (-62.5Kpa) 
Suction power:         ≥8L/Minute 
 

IMPORTANT SAFEGUARDS 
 

 READ CAREFULLY AND KEEP FOR FUTURE REFERENCE 
 

Carefully read this manual before using this appliance. 
 

 Ensure that you know how the appliance functions and how to operate it. 
 Maintain the appliance in accordance with the instructions to ensure that it 

functions properly. 
 Keep this manual with the appliance. If the appliance is to be used by a third 

party, this instruction manual must be supplied with it. 
 The safety instructions do not by themselves eliminate any danger completely and 

proper accident prevention measures must always be used.  
 

Do not use this appliance if it has been dropped or damaged in any way 
 

 The Vacuum Sealer is not a toy. Please keep out of the reach of children. 
 Do not use the Vacuum Sealer on any part of the body (humans or animals). 
 The Vacuum Sealer is only for use with the special Vacuum Freezer Bags/vacuum 

container, universal lid & wine bottle stopper. 
 Do not intentionally draw liquids through the Vacuum Sealer. 
 Do not immerse Vacuum Sealer in water, or any other liquid. 
 Vacuum sealing system is not a substitute for refrigeration or freezing. Store 

perishable foods appropriately. 
 Wash out and dry Vacuum Bags/Vacuum container/Universal lid/Wine bottle 

stopper thoroughly before re-using. 

 This appliance is intended for household or outdoor use only. It is not suitable for 
industrial applications. 

 Do not mix old and new batteries.  Do not throw old batteries in household waste.  
Dispose of according to local authority recommendations.  
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INSTRUCTIONS 

 
The Handy Sheffield Vacuum Sealer works with the Zipper Closure and Air Valve on the 
Vacuum Bag/Vacuum container.  Once air is removed, the Bag forms a tight seal 
around the food. This system virtually eliminates Air Valve freezer burn during freezer 
storage. 
 
1. Fill and seal the Vacuum Freezer Bag/Vacuum container/Universal lid 
2. Place the Bag flat on the counter making sure there is no food above the 

Maximum Fill Line or under the Air Valve; Close the cover after putting the 
foodstuffs into the container. 

3. Press Vacuum Sealer Tip flat against Air Valve.  
4. Press the ON Button to remove air. Release ON Button when Bag becomes tight 

around food. Normally, it needs about 8-15 seconds to remove the air from the 
bags and 10-15 seconds for the container. DO NOT remove the air from container 
on purpose for too long. 

5. Freeze food immediately (dry goods do not need to be frozen) 
6. When using the bag to sous vide, do not submerge the bag past the max fill line, 

this is to ensure the valve is kept out of the water which may damage the seal. 

 
CLEANING and MAINTENANCE 
 

1. Vacuum Sealer: 
The Vacuum Sealer can be wiped clean with damp cloth. Vacuum Sealer should 
not be immersed in water or be placed in dishwasher. 

2. Removable Chamber: 
The Chamber should be removed and cleaned if it contains any liquid.  To remove, 
simply twist off in the direction of the arrow on the Vacuum Sealer.  Clean with 
warm soapy water. Air dry before replacing. 

3. Washing the Vacuum Bag & Universal Lid: 
Turn the bag inside out, and wash gently with normal washing-up liquid to remove 
all residual food.  Wipe clean with a dry cloth and allow to dry thoroughly before 
re-using.  Avoid rubbing the valve.  DO NOT use a dishwasher. 

4. Washing the Vacuum Container & Wine Bottle Stopper: 
Hand-wash or dish-wash available. 

5. Replacing Batteries: 
Remove Battery Cover by pressing in the catch.  Replace with six AA alkaline 
batteries, ensuring the +/- matches the indication on the Battery Cover.  Replace 
Battery Cover. 

HANDY TIPS 
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 Do not run the Vacuum Sealer continuously for a long period.  Draw the vacuum 

in short bursts, resting a few seconds before each burst. 
 Do not use the Vacuum Sealer for liquid food.  Pre-freeze it first so it becomes 

solid. 
 The vacuum bag is good for dry stuffs or cooked food. Not recommend for 

vegetables. 
 To ensure the Vacuum Bags can be cleaned effectively, pre-pack greasy food like 

meat and fish in a conventional freezer bag before vacuum packing. 
 To avoid washing the Vacuum Bags frequently, it’s better to use a common plastic 

bag to pack the foods well before vacuum packing. 
 Not recommendable to store the food with sharp edges such as bones or the food 

with too much water or with powder (e.g. flour) in case the air valve is damaged. 

 Before filling the bag, make a note of the contents on the white Labelling Panel. 
 When remove air from the vacuum container/jar, please use hand to press slightly 

to make sure the cover and body is match together. 
 For the sake of avoiding possible air getting back, Do Not take away the vacuum 

sealer immediately from the Vacuum container/jar/lid when finish air removing, 
please use the finger to press the arrow of the air valve, then take away the 
vacuum sealer. 

 Please take away the container/jar cover or universal lid before microwave. It’s 
not available to microwave under vacuum status. 

 Cool down the food in the bowl before using the universal lid to vacuum. 
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TROUBLESHOOTING 
 

Problem Possible Cause Solution 

Vacuum Sealer 
does not start 
when ON Button 
is pressed. 

Batteries have no power or 
are not properly installed. 
 

Check batteries. Ensure batteries 
are installed with correct +/- 
position indicated on the Battery 
Cover. Install new batteries. 

Vacuum Sealer 
starts but bag 
does not tighten 
around food. 
 

1. Bag is not completely 
closed. 

 
 
 
2. Air Valve is not on flat 

surface. 
 
 
3. Air Suction Tip and Air 

Valve not making 
secure contact. 

 
 

4. Too much pressure is 
being applied to Air 
Valve 

 
5. Food is not arranged 

properly in bag. 
 
 
6. ON Button released 

too quickly. 
 

1. Open Bag and reclose Zipper. 
Run fingers across entire 
Zipper to ensure it is 
completely closed. 

 
2. Reposition Bag so the Air 

Valve lies on flat counter, 
with no food under Air Valve. 

 
3. Ensure Air Suction Tip is 

centered and placed flat on 
Air Valve. Apply moderate 
pressure. 

 

4. Moderate pressure is all that 
is required. Too much 
pressure can restrict air flow. 

 
5. Rearrange food so that it is 

below the Fill Line, and is not 
under the Air Valve. 

 
6. Allow several seconds for 

visible signs of bag tightening 
around food. Ensure Vacuum 
Sealer stays pressed on Air 
Valve continuously. Bag 
should tighten completely 
within 20 seconds. 
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Vacuum Freezer 
Bag takes longer 
than 20 seconds 
to tighten 
around food, or 
loosens after air 
is removed. 

1. Batteries are weak, 
motor runs slowly. 
 

2. Food particles are 
trapped in Zipper. 
 
 

3. Zipper is not 
completely sealed. 

 
 
 
4. Air Valve has not 

closed. 

1. Install six new AA alkaline 
batteries.  
 

2. Try another Bag if particles 
cannot be removed 
completely. 
 

3. Open Bag and reclose Zipper. 
Run fingers across entire 
Zipper to ensure it is 
completely closed. 
 

4. Remove air from Bag again. 

Immediately press center of 
Air Valve with finger to 
ensure seal. 

 
 
 

Disposal of Old Electrical & Electronic Equipment 

(Applicable in the European Union and other European countries with 

separate collection systems) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

For more detailed information about recycling of this product, please contact your 
local Council, your household waste disposal service or the shop or source where 

you purchased the product. 
 

This symbol on the product or on its packaging indicates 
that this product (including batteries) shall not be 
treated as household waste.  Instead it shall be handed 
over to the applicable collection point for the recycling of 
electrical and electronic equipment.  By ensuring this 
product is disposed of correctly, you will help prevent 
potential negative consequences for the environment 
and human health, which could otherwise be caused by 
inappropriate waste handling of this product.  The 
recycling of materials will help to conserve natural 
resources.   


